
AZZARO MAN'S

PERFUME 

Fashionable collection of fragrances



Perfume brand Azzaro is quite well-known in the world

and recognizable. This fact will allow you to find potential

customer quite easy. 

 

It does not require additional advertising, because

perfume lovers have heard enough about it.

 

There is variety of fragrances In the line of Azzaro, which

will satisfy the taste of even the most demanding

customer.

 

Choosing Azzaro you can be sure that you have purchased

high-quality products that have proven themselves over

times.

Why is it profitable for your business
to sell Azzaro brand.



 

Desire, masculinity and strength unify in the new men's perfume Azzaro.

 

   He is a rebel at heart, who lives by his own rules and puts the pursuit of

pleasure above everything else. What are we talking about? Of course it is a

perfume brand Azzaro.

 

     Recalling the steadfastness, strength and power of a man, Azzaro

perfumes suit him in the best way, as it is a unique collection of fragrances

designed specifically for the strong half of humanity.

 

Perfume Azzaro can be described in a best way with the words of creator:

"This is a form that I would call an hourglass. The top notes are extremely

generous (very sparkling), the middle notes have slim waist, and the base

notes are bodybuilders, very “textured” and very real."said Pellegrin.

What differentiate Azzaro from other brands.



Sensational aromas of Azzaro

 

Azzaro WANTED is a unique perfume, consisting of six key

ingredients that give the fragrance its woody-citrus-spicy flavour –

ginger, lemon, cardamom, prickly juniper and Tonka beans.

 

According to Fabrice Pellegrin, creator of perfume Azzaro

WANTED: "The concept of desire and sensuality is the basis of this

fragrance. The Azzaro WANTED project was entirely built on male

attraction and the type of magnetism we can find in a men.”

 

CHROME by Azzaro is a great citrus perfume. Chrome was

released in 1996. Gerard Hori is the main creator of this enduring

flavour that expresses masculinity and strength in the best way.

The main components are rosemary, pineapple, coriander,

jasmine, bergamot, cedar, cyclamen, sandalwood, Tonka beans,

musk, rosewood and cardamom.



 

 

LEVANZO EAU DE TOILETTE diffuses a unique

aroma, as if it would be woven from solar

energy, green freshness and genuine wood

warmth.

 

 

LEVANZO was released in 2016. The main

creator of this unique perfume is Christophe

Raynaud. The main components of the

fragrance are passion fruit, Italian lemon and

spicy mint, lavender, basil, cardamom,

geranium, ginger, tea, patchouli leaves, cedar

and coumarin.

 

 

Azzaro brand is represented by other equally

interesting perfumes such as Azzaro POUR

HOMME, Collection TIME TO SHINE,

SOLARISSIMO, etc.



 

    Our company deal with various fragrances

from the Azzaro product line and is ready to

offer you the most profitable conditions for

further cooperation. 

  

     Considering all requirements, we can offer

special perfume and in that amount, which

will suit you and your potential customer.

 

     We provide you with the most comfortable

conditions for purchasing Azzaro brand.

Contact us and we will answer all questions.

 

How to buy Azzaro perfumes

at a reasonable price


